XI. O flye not

CANTVS

Thomas Morley

O Flye not O take some pittie, pit-tie O, fly not o take some pittie, O fly not o take some pit-tie, I faint, (a-las,) ah, a-las,

I faint, O stay, stay hir. O stay, stay hir, stay hir, See, see, see, see how shee flyes, shee flyes, she flys, she flyes, she flyes, she flyes, O stay, o stay, o stay, and heare my pray - er, with one sweet looke you may of torment ease me, I am no Ti-ger fierce, I am no tiger fierce that seeks to spill thee, no, no, I see, I see, thou dost but this to kill mee, thou dost but thus I see to kill mee I
am no Ti-ger fierce that seekes to spill thee, no, no, thou dost but

this to kill mee, no, no, thou doest but this to kill, to kill mee, Lo

then I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, and all to please, to please thee.
XI. O flye not

ALTUS.

O Flye not O take some pit - tie, I faint a-las,

O fly not, O flye not, o take pit - tie, O flye not o take some pit - tie, I faint, I faint, a - las, O stay, O stay, O stay hir.

See, see, see, see how shee flyes, how shee flyes, See, see, see, see how shee flyes, how she flyes, see how shee flyes, (oh) o stay, o stay, and heare my pra - yer, with one sweet looke yee may of torment ease mee, I am no Tiger fierce that seeks to spil thee, no, no, thou dost but this to kill mee, no, no thou dost but this to kill, I see,
to kill mee, I am no Ti-ger fierce, I am no Tiger fierce that seekes to spill thee, no, no, I see, I see, thou dost but this to kill mee, to kill mee,

Then lo I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, and all to please thee.
XI. O flye not

BASSVS.

Thomas Morley

O Flye not O take some pit-tie, take some pit - tie

O fly not o take some pit-tie, take some pit - tie I faynt,

I faynt; o stay, o stay, o stay stay hir. See, see, see, see how she flyes

(a-way) she flyes, she flyes, See, see, how she flyes she flyes. O stay; o

stay; o stay; and heare my pra - yer, And you shall ease mee; I

am no tiger fierce that seekes to spill thee; no, no thou dost but this to kill

me; no, no thou dost but this to kill mee, I see, to kill, to kill mee; I

am no tiger fierce that seekes to spill thee; no, no thou dost but this to kill
mee, no, no thou dost but this to kill mee, to kill, to kill mee, Lo

then I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, and all to please, to please thee.
XI. O flye not

Thomas Morley

O Flye not O take some pit-tie, pit-tie
O, fly not o take some pit-tie,

I faint a-las,

O fly not, O flye not, o take pit-tie,
O flye not o take some pit-tie,

I faint, (a-las,) ah,

I faint, I faint, a-las, O stay, O stay hir.

See, see, see, see how shee

I faynt, I faynt; o stay, o stay, o stay hir. See, see, see how she flies

See, see, see how shee flies, shee flies, she flies, she flies, she flies, she flies,

See, how shee flies, See, see, see, see how shee flies, how she flies, see how shee flies,

(a-way) she flies, she flies, See, see, how she flies she
O stay, o stay, o stay, and heare my pray - er, with one sweet looke you
flyes. O stay; o stay; o stay; and heare my pray - er, And you
may of torment ease me, I am no Ti - ger fierce, I am no ti - ger fierce that
looke yee may of torment ease mee, I am no Ti - ger fierce that seeks to
shall ease mee; I am no ti - ger fierce that seekes to spill thee; no,
seeks to spill thee, no, no, I see, I see, thou dost but this to kill mee, thou
spill thee, no, no, thou dost but this to kill mee, no, no thou dost but this to
no thou dost but this to kill me; no, no thou dost but this to kill mee, I
dost but thus I see to kill mee I am no Ti - ger fierce that seekes to
kill, I see, to kill mee, I am no Ti - ger fierce, I am no Ti - ger fierce that
see, to kill, to kill mee; I am no ti - ger fierce that seekes to spill thee; no,
spill thee, no, no, thou dost but this to kill mee, no, no, thou doest but this to seekes to spill thee, no, no, I see, I see, thou dost but this to kill mee,

no thou dost but this to kill mee, no, no thou dost but this to kill mee, to kill, to kill mee, Lo then I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, and all to please, to please thee.

to kill mee, Then lo I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, and all to please, to please thee.

kill, to kill mee, Lo then I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, I dye, and all to please, to please thee.